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TRANSITION PLAN INTRODUCTION

The DVUSD School Board asked for a transition plan for further development of a
standards-based mindset for aligned grading. This document provides a roadmap for that
transition over the 2022-23 school year.

A comprehensive standards-based mindset and grading system, which reports what students
know and can do relative to standards, can facilitate clearer, more targeted feedback
compared to traditional letter grades. This is accomplished by such practices as reporting
academic achievement separate from behaviors, tying assessment and grading exclusively to
standards, prioritizing the most recent evidence of learning, and allowing for editing and
resubmission of work (Swan, Guskey, & Jung, 2014). Standards-based grading principles also
favor median versus mean scores, proficiency-based rubrics versus percentages, and a
balance of quality formative and summative assessments (McTighe & O’Connor, 2005; Munoz
& Guskey, 2015; O’Connor, 2010; Reeves, 2004).

Being standards based means that every teacher, in every classroom, every day, through this
continuous teaching/learning mindset, ensures students learn all standards and associated
concepts and skills to mastery and know what standards they can continue to improve upon.
Through PLC teams and teacher collaboration, this takes focus and fidelity to a relentless
cycle of teaching and learning along with hard work, persistence, and strategic use of time and
resources. In its simplest terms, a standards-based teaching/learning mindset continually
answers four critical questions, adapted from Dufour & Eaker (1998, 2002, 2006):

1. What do students need to know, understand, and be able to do?

2. How do we teach effectively to ensure all students are learning?

3. How do we know students are learning?

4. What do we do when students are not learning or are reaching mastery before expectation?

Standards-based grading is based on the principle that grades should convey how well
students have achieved standards. In other words, grades are not about what students earn;
they are about what students learn.
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● STANDARDS-BASED MINDSET

To ensure grades provide a more accurate reflection of what students know and can do in
relation to standards, a standards-based mindset and aligned grading is based on several core
principles.

● First, a grade should represent the degree to which a student has demonstrated
mastery of a clearly defined set of standards (Brookhart, 2009; Marzano, 2000; Popham,
2011; Wiggins, 1998) rather than a norm-referenced or relative approach in which students
are compared to other students. State standards are the focus of planning, instruction,
and evaluation.
● Second, performance in relation to standards should be defined using clearly
articulated descriptors on a scale of four or five levels rather than with a percentage system
based on the accumulation of a number of points (Guskey, 2011). Student proficiency of
standards is the target.
● Third, factors that influence a grade, but are not directly related to student mastery of a
standard, should be considered separately for grading purposes (Guskey, 2011). Such factors
include lateness, effort, attendance, and the use of extra credit to “boost” a grade. These
factors only serve to confuse the true performance of the student. Reduce impact of
behaviors on grades.
● Fourth, a grade should reflect how much a student has learned and not when they
learned it, meaning, the most recent and/or consistent evidence of a student’s understanding
should be considered over a simple averaging of performance on tests and assignments over
the course of a year or semester. Consider both the most recent and most frequent
performances when determining a final course grade.
● Fifth, students should not be penalized for practice, meaning, not all assignments
should be factored into a student’s grade (Fisher, Frey, & Pumpian, 2011). Homework,
practice problems, or other types of formative assessment should be used for feedback but
not to determine a final grade because they reflect a students’ developing understanding and
not their final understanding, which should be measured using summative assessments. With
the mastery of learning targets and performance standards, only select assessments
addressing specific standards are graded and recorded.
● Sixth, students are encouraged to continue learning and practicing until it is possible to
pass each standard with proficiency. Reporting grades in this manner shares explicitly the
areas of strength and weakness of each student and removes from the calculation all
non-academic factors (Guskey et al., 2011). Grades tied to standards become a key
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indicator to identify which students need targeted MTSS and additional intervention to
reach competency in essential standards.
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● CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FOR HIGH SCHOOLS

BGHS and SDOHS- Phase I High Schools
Reaffirm a Standards-based mindset with school community

● Continue to teach and train staff, students and parents about purposes and goals of a
standards-based mindset for grading with an emphasis on continuous improvement in
grading practices.

o Review and provide expectations built into the Transition Plan

● Reset, calibrate, and collaborate with MS/HS Phase I SBM campuses leadership coach
● Lead agreements with staff for timelines to communicate expectations to students,

progress reporting, student reflection on growth and progress and celebrations with
students and parents specific to progress and growth.

● Review the first five Canvas Modules for a Standards-based mindset with staff, new and
returning with differentiation as needed (Modules are being re-created for grades 7-12)

o Introduction
o Grading
o Standards-based Mindset
o Grade Scales
o Gradebooks

● Improve student learning and agency, by involving student voice in understanding their
perspective on standards-based grading to make information decisions for the 2023-24
school year

o Utilize focus groups of students for specific student population input
▪ High achievers, low achievers, EL students, special education students,

Student Government, random sampling
o Utilize an anonymous 3 question survey for students in 9-12 grades

▪ What do you see as the biggest strength/advantage of standards-based
grading

▪ What do you see as the biggest weakness/disadvantage of
standards-based grading

▪ If I could change one thing about standards-based grading, it would be…
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Establish and improve consistency and norms for grading

● Course-alike grading procedures: Refine procedures that ensure consistency in what
is included in the assessment and in-process categories for a course grade among
teachers of the same course at the same school.

● Grade Scale: A traditional 100-point scale heavily weights failure. BGHS and OHS will
continue with a system that has more equal intervals between grades while using letter
grades as the final course grade symbol.

A Evidence indicates a high level of proficiency of the learning standards

B Evidence indicates proficiency of the learning standards

C Evidence indicates partial proficiency of the learning standards

D Evidence indicates minimal proficiency of the learning standards - NO CREDIT

F No evidence of proficiency of the learning standards - NO CREDIT

● Test/Project/Summative reassessment procedures: Refine procedures that ensure
consistency in permitting students to reassess areas missed or in deficit, hold students
accountable for learning the standards, and give credit for that learning among teachers
of the same course at the same school. Include reassessment procedures in course
syllabi.

● Late work acceptance procedures: Refine procedures that include timelines to ensure
consistency in acceptance of late assignments without penalty among teachers of the
same course at the same school. Include procedures in course syllabi.

● Utilize PLC teams and teacher collaboration to answer Question #1 (What do we
want all students to know and be able to do?) and use existing performance level
descriptors or develop rubrics to answer question #2 (How will we know if they learn it?)

o Establish a procedure that ensures consistency in providing and utilizing rubrics
with students prior to summative assessment or major grading events among
teachers of the same course at the same school.

● Provide targeted and specific training to all staff during the pre-service days on how
to implement grading using PowerTeacher Pro for tagging and grading standards within
assignments. Training provided by teachers trained in a TOT model from PowerSchool
developer.

o Provide on-going training and open labs for teachers who need additional training
and support
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o Admin monitor teacher gradebooks; Department Chairs provide coaching and
additional support for their department teachers

Provide consistent communication with school parent/guardian community

● Communicate with parents & provide/guide them to specific resources monthly:
o July - Orient/review SBM, provide samples of aligned gradebooks & FAQ’s,

Campus Principal, through BlackBoard & screencast
1st Semester

o August - Focus on consistency between courses on the same campus & what
student/parent should be looking for, information on Curriculum Nights

▪ Syllabus explains how many standards in the content and the grading
agreements and assessment agreements within grade level and
content,Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

o September - Hold a Teacher/student cadre, Share resources: GRAG/APG,
Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

o October - Host Parent Forum, Provide mid-semester checks, revisit district
website information, Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

▪ Parent/Teacher Conferences with information on SBG
o November - Share end of semester preparation, provide examples of what

teacher feedback should look like, Campus Principal, through BlackBoard
2nd Semester

o January - Provide a reset for understanding grading and reporting in the second
semester, revisit GRAG/APG resources, Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

o February - Send out 3 questions to student body (see above) as a benchmark
survey, provide FAQ link, Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

o March - Host second Parent Forum and review what, where & how parents can
see teacher feedback & student progress as mid semester check in, review
district website information, Campus Principal, through BlackBoard

o May - Share success and garner parent feedback via testimonials and/or survey,
Campus Principal, through BlackBoard
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● CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT FOR PHASE 1 K-8

Anthem, DVMS, New River, Norterra Canyon, Sunset
Ridge, Terramar & Union Park
Reaffirm a Standards-based mindset with school community

● Work with staff, students and parents to deploy and implement the why, purpose and
consistency of SBM

o Help staff understand the why and purpose of Standards-Based Grading.

o Review and provide expectations built in the Transition Plan
● Lead agreements with staff for timelines to communicate expectations to students,

progress reporting, student reflection on growth and progress and celebrations with
students and parents specific to progress and growth.

● Review the first five Canvas Modules for a Standards-based mindset with with staff, new
and returning with differentiation as needed:

o Introduction

o Grading

o Standards-based Mindset

o Grade Scales

o Gradebooks

● Involve student voice in their understanding and perspective on standards-based
grading

o Anonymous 3 question anonymous student survey (6-8)

Establish and improve consistency and norms for grading

● Course or grade level alike grading procedures: Establish a procedure that ensures
consistency in what is included in the assessment and in-process categories for a
course grade among teachers of the same grade level (K-6) or content area (7-8) at the
same school.

● Grade Scale: A traditional 100-point scale heavily weights failure. The Phase 1 K-8
schools will continue grading with a 4-1 grade scale at grades K-6 and a 100-60 grade
scale at grades 7-8 with equal intervals between grades while using a letter grade as
the final course grade symbol.
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o K-6

4 Independently applies skills and content with greater depth and
complexity

3 Demonstrates grade level proficiency independently

2 Demonstrates grade level proficiency with support

1 Demonstrates below grade level proficiency

o 7-8

A Evidence indicates a high level of proficiency of the learning standards

B Evidence indicates proficiency of the learning standards

C Evidence indicates partial proficiency of the learning standards

D Evidence indicates minimal proficiency of the learning standards -
NO CREDIT

F No evidence of proficiency of the learning standards - NO CREDIT

● Test/Project/Summative reassessment procedures: Establish a procedure that
ensures consistency in permitting students to reassess areas missed or in deficit, hold
students accountable for learning the standards, and give credit for that learning among
teachers of the same grade level (K-6) or content area (7-8) at the same school. 7th and
8th grade teachers will include reassessment procedures in course syllabi.

● Late work acceptance procedures: Establish a procedure that includes timelines to
ensure consistency in acceptance of late assignments without penalty among teachers
of the same grade level (K-6) or content area (7-8) at the same school.

● Utilize PLC teams and teacher collaboration to answer Question #1 (What do we
want all students to know and be able to do?) and use existing performance level
descriptors or develop rubrics to answer question #2 (How will we know if they learn it?)

o Establish a procedure that ensures consistency in providing rubrics to students
prior to summative assessment or grading events among teachers of the same
grade level (K-6) or content area (7-8) at the same school.

● Provide targeted and specific training to all staff during the pre-service days on how
to implement grading using PowerTeacher Pro for tagging and grading standards within
assignments. Training provided by teachers trained in a TOT model from PowerSchool
developer.
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o Provide on-going training and open labs for teachers who need additional training
and support

o Admin monitor teacher gradebooks
Provide consistent communication with school parent/guardian community:
Communicate with parents in July and throughout the year.

● Q1:
o End of July - SBM and provide samples of aligned gradebooks will look like

▪ FAQ
▪ Instructional Video
▪ Parent Resources and PRAG/GRAG links

o August - Focus on consistency between courses (7-8) or grade levels (K-6) on
the same campus & what student/parent should look for

▪ Parent information night
o September - Teacher/student cadre

▪ Share PRAG resource
● Q2:

o October - Parent forum, review district website information and resources
▪ Parent/Teacher Conferences

o November - End of semester preparation
▪ Provide examples of what teacher feedback should look like

● Q3:
o January - Provide a reset for understanding grading and reporting in the second

semester
▪ Revisit PRAG resources

● Q4:
o March - Host second Parent Forum and review what, where & how parents can

see teacher feedback & student progress
o May - Share success and garner parent feedback via testimonials and/or surveys
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● TRANSITION DESCRIPTION FOR PHASE 2 & 3 SCHOOLS

Phase 2 Schools
These schools chose to move forward in the 2022-23 school year because they felt their
school communities were on track for a standards-based mindset and transition to the new
grade scales.  The campus leaders were provided an additional opportunity this spring to
determine if their schools were still on track with their readiness for the transition.  Seven of the
14 schools chose to move forward while the other seven chose to shift to a Phase 3 school.

● Principals will identify with his or her supervisor to either continue grade scale
implementation in the 2022-23 school year OR shift to the 2023-24 school year.  This
would allow the site administrator the opportunity to determine the best course of action
for his/her specific school community. If the Principal chooses to continue as a
Phase 2 campus, the school would be included in the transition plan outlined
above.

■ This allows schools to continue momentum built this past school year
■ This honors and values the work teachers and campus admin have done

over the spring and this summer

Phase 3 Schools
Each of the Phase 3 schools have submitted to their supervisor their Professional
Development Plans for the 2022-23 school year. Those plans include a focus on effective PLC
processes, Teacher Clarity modules for unwrapping the standards and creating rubrics and
fostering a standards-based mindset for aligned grading.

● Principals will choose to either remain on the traditional grading scale using 100-0%
scale or shift to a 100-49% scale.
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● GRADING AND REPORTING 2022-23 SY

DVUSD’s Transition to a Standards-Based Mindset Phase 1 and 2 Schools

Year Historical
Practice

2021-2022

Phase 1
Schools

2022-2023
Phase 1 & 2
K-6 Grades

2022-2023
Phase 1 & 2
7-12 Grades

Grading
Method

Traditional Hybrid Standards Based Standards Based

Point Scale 100 points 4 points 4 points 41 points

Course
Grade

A/B/C/D/F

With
percentages

4/3/2/1/0

With whole
numbers

A/B/C/D/F

With +/-
indicators

A/B/C/D/F

60-100

2022-23 School Year
● Meaningful Grades

In DVUSD, grades in the gradebook are important data points that provide teachers and
students information on student learning in relation to the State Standards. Teachers will
include one meaningful grade in the grade book per week.  A meaningful grade is
defined as any student work that provides the teacher data to determine the student’s
level of learning on a standard or learning progression of a standard.  Through sharing
this weekly information, students and parents also receive feedback on the level of
learning through this meaningful grade update in PowerSchool.

○ Specifically, each week,
■ An assignment/assessment with at least one standard tagged
■ Can count toward the overall course grade or not (must be the same

among teachers that teach the same course at the school)
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○ For elementary classes that meet less than 4-5 days/week

■ Meet 2-3 days/per week = minimum of one meaningful assignment posted

every other week

■ Meet 1 day/week = minimum of one meaningful assignment posted every

3rd week

● Assignments and evidence of learning will continue to be recorded in the existing
DVUSD PowerTeacher Pro gradebook

○ Assessments Category:
■ Standards WILL be tagged AND counted in the grade
■ K-6 teachers tag the standards 4/3/2/1
■ 7-12 teachers tag the standards with an A/B/C/D/F grade

○ In-Process Learning Category:
■ Standards MAY be tagged, but will NOT count in grade

○ Assignments will be marked as collected or missing with no grade showing

■ All grading will be at the standard level

● Scores will be recorded on assessments in the PowerTeacher Pro gradebook
○ For grades K-6, scores for standards will be recorded on assessments in the

PowerTeacher Pro gradebook using a 4-1 scale, whole numbers only.
■ For Grades K-6, the calculated scores for individual standards will display

as a whole number, 4/3/2/1
○ For grades 7-12, scores for standards will be recorded on assessments in the

PowerTeacher Pro gradebook using an A-F scale with each letter representing a
range within the 100-60 scale, whole numbers only.

■ For grades 7-12, the calculated scores for individual standards will display
as A/B/C/D/F

○ All graded standards in a course are averaged together for a student's course
grade. The grade for a course displays as a letter (A/B/C/D/F) and percentage

○ Calculations of grades for standards and courses update as new scores are
recorded in PowerSchool throughout the grading term.

■ At the end of the term teachers may override a student's grade at the
standard or course level to increase the grade using professional
judgment.
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Entering Standards Grades into PowerTeacher Pro

Grades K-6 Grades 7-12

4.0 = Highly proficient
3.0 = Proficient
2.0 = Partially proficient
1.0 = Minimally proficient

A = 100 Highly Proficient
B = 89 Proficient
C = 79 Partially Proficient
D = 69 Minimally Proficient
F = 60 No evidence

● Scores for a tagged standard on an assignment/assessment will average with other
scores for the standard to determine an overall score for the individual standard

● The calculated scores for standards will average together for an overall course grade

○ Grades K-6
■ Standards grades will display as a number grade of  4/3/2/1
■ Course grades will display as a letter grade, with +/- levels for K-6

○ Grades 7-12
■ Both standards grades and course grades will display as a letter grade of

A/B/C/D/F on middle school report cards and high school transcripts
■ High school letter grades will calculate to GPA points in the following

manner:
● A = 4.0 (5.0 for AP/IB/Honors courses)
● B = 3.0 (4.0 for AP/IB/Honors courses)
● C = 2.0 (3.0 for AP/IB/Honors courses)
● D = 1.0 (no credit)
● F = 0 (no credit)

● Performance Level Descriptors (PLDs) from ADE will be utilized as the foundation for
evaluating student performance on standards

○ When state PLDs do not exist, district created PLDs will be used
○ If state and district PLDs do not exist teachers will collaboratively distinguish

performance levels within their PLC collaborative team
○ Collaborative Teams may share team-created rubrics amongst schools via

Canvas
○ All proficiency levels need to be attainable & assessments need to be designed

for students to be prompted to demonstrate at each level, including 4/A
■ Rubrics need to be provided to students prior to starting work
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● Teachers may continue to apply professional judgment to override a calculation in the
gradebook at the end of a grading term to increase the standard or course grade but not
decrease the grade based on scores that demonstrate recent and consistent
performance at a higher level of proficiency

● Special Populations
○ Special Education

■ Students should not automatically be marked as a 2/C
● Merely having a paraprofessional, assistive technology, or other

accommodation does not mean a student cannot earn greater than
a 2/C

■ Accommodations → same performance level ratings
■ Modifications → modified performance level ratings

○ English Language Learners
■ Should not automatically be marked as a 2/C
■ Same performance level ratings

○ All proficiency levels need to be attainable & assessments need to be designed
for students to be prompted to demonstrate at each level, including 4 or A

■ Rubrics need to be provided to students prior to starting work
■ A 4/A should not only be attainable by gifted learners
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Middle/High School Final Grade Scale Calculations for Phase 1 Schools (2022-23 SY)*

Transcript
GPA

4 3 2 1 0

Letter
Grade

A B C D F

Final
Grade
Scores

100-90 89-80 79-70 69-61

(no credit
earned)

60

(no credit
earned)

*The 2022-23 school year grade scale does not apply to grades earned prior to August 2022.

K-6 Final Grade Scale Calculations for Phase 1 and 2 Schools (2022-23 SY)

Numeric
Grade

4 & 3 2 1

Letter
Grade

A+ A A- B+ B C+ C D F

Final
Grade
Scores

4.0-3.8 3.7-3.4 3.3-3.0 2.9-2.7 2.6-2.4 2.3-2.0 1.9-1.7 1.6-1.4 1.3-1.0
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Parents will see the assignment list in PowerSchool with standards alignments and scores for assignments; the student’s
overall course grade with a letter (and +/- designation if applicable); and the student’s scores by standard on the standards tab

○ Calculation of scores for standards and the course grade will update throughout the grading term as additional
scores are added/updated in the gradebook

● Parents will access the PowerSchool parent portal in a web browser and/or via the app
○ Parents will see the following:

■ The student’s overall course grade with a letter (and +/- designation, when applicable)
■ The student’s calculated scores by standard on the standards tab

● Calculation of scores for standards and the course grade will update throughout the grading term as additional scores
are added/updated in the gradebook
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COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION PLAN

Employee Communication

Timeline Topic Format Responsible Party

July Standards Based
Mindset Purpose,
Goals, Connections

In-person at July
Administrator Retreat

CIA and DAOI
Departments

July Grading Practices
Transition Plan

Staff Meetings/letters Phase I
Administrators

July-June PLC/Standards/
Grading Connections

Monthly Meetings HR Mentors, PLC
Coaches, CIAS Staff

July-August Standards-based
Mindset Training

Canvas Course All Administrators
and Teachers

July-August PRAG/GRAG
Updates

Pre-service
presentations or
August staff meetings

CIA Staff and
Campus Admin

July
(Preservice Days)

Gradebook Training Canvas Course +
Campus Support

CIA Staff
Phase I
Administrators

August Grading Practices
Transition Plan

DV Voice Employee
Newsletter

CIA and CCE Staff

August Performance Level
Descriptor Resources

Department Leader
Meetings and Smore
Newsletters

CIAS Staff, HS
Department Leaders

August-April Rubrics and Teacher
Clarity Training

In-person training for
groups

PLC Coach Staff

September-May SBM and Grading
Practices Sessions
during Pre-K Admin
Conferences

In-Person or Zoom CIA, DAOI, and ALS
staffs

Fall 2022 Transcript In-Person Meeting CIA and IS&T Staffs
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Information for HS
Counselors

October Grading Practices
Resources (PRAG,
GRAG, Rubrics,
District Website)

DV Voice Employee
Newsletter

CIA and CCE
Departments

October K-8 Gradebook End
of Term Procedures
(Phase I Schools)

Email CIA and IS&T Staff

December HS Gradebook End
of Term Procedures
(Phase I Schools)

Email CIA and IS&T Staff

January Phase I Teacher
Survey

Google Form via
Email

CIA Staff and
Campus Admin

January Inservice Day
Sessions on
Gradebook, Rubrics,
Grading Resources

In-Person and Zoom CIA, HR, DAOI
Departments and
Campus
Admin/Leader Teams

February Phase I School
Survey Data

DV Voice Employee
Newsletter

CIA and CCE
Departments

March Campus
Admin/Leaders
Conference

Local or out-of-state
conference (TBD)

CIA and ALS staffs

April Next Phase of
Transition

DV Voice Employee
Newsletter

CIA and CCE
Departments

May PLC Summit
Sessions on
Gradebook, Rubrics,
and Grading

In-Person Sessions CIA, HR, DAOI
Departments and
Campus
Admin/Leader Teams

May-June Preparation
documents,
templates for Phase
2/3 School
Administrators

In-Person, Zoom CIA, IS&T, and DAOI
Staffs
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July 2023 Tech Fest Sessions
on Gradebook,
Rubrics, and Grading

Zoom Sessions CIA, HR, DAOI
Departments

Parent/Guardian Communications

Timeline Topic Format Responsible Party

July-October Standards-Based
Mindset Purpose

Video on district
website

CIA Department

August PowerSchool Parent
Portal Access

Info and Video Link
on District Website

CIA and CCE
Departments

September Understanding
Grades

Info and Video Link
on District Website

CIA and CCE
Departments

October Understanding High
School Transcripts

Info and Video Link
on District Website

CIA and CCE
Departments

January Parent Survey Google Form sent via
Blackboard

CIA and CCE
Departments

February Standards-based
grading & behavior

Info and Resources
on District Website

CIA and CCE
Departments

March DVUSD Grading
Practices Resources
for Phase 2/3 schools

Letter sent via
Blackboard

CIA and CCE
Departments

May Parent Letter about
grading scale change
for Phase 2/3 schools

Letter sent via
Blackboard

CIA and CCE
Departments

Student Communications

Timeline Topic Format Responsible Party

August Course Grading
Procedures

Syllabus, Teacher
Explanations

Teachers

September HS Student Cadres
(Focus Groups) -
Phase I High Schools

In-Person Campus Admin with
CIA Support
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Fall 2022 Understanding
Transcripts

In-Person group
sessions

HS Counselors

January-February Student Survey Google Form sent via
Canvas or Teachers

CIA Staff and
Campus
Admin/Teachers

Spring 2023 New grade scale
coming - Phase 2/3
Schools

Video or flyer
delivered via
teachers or Canvas

CIA and CCE
Departments

External Community Communications

Timeline Topic Format Responsible Party

July-October Standards-Based
Mindset Purpose

Video on district
website

CIA Department

July-May Grading Practices
Information

District website CIA and CCE
Departments

January-March FAQ’s Updated District website CIA and CCE
Departments

April- June New grade scale roll
out information

District website CIA and CCE
Departments
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